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MODULAR DESIGN + EXTRA REACH  
Dinamic Oil’s innovative Tele-Mount is the ultimate utility tool for Anchor Drive 
attachments. Not only does it have industry first features like boom rollers, two Drive 
connection points, and integrated transport stabilizers it provides excellent operator 
visibility. Safety and productivity are maximized! 

The Tele-Mount is designed to be adaptable and can be 
used in three different configurations on two different 
prime movers making this the most modular Anchor Drive 
mount available in the helical pile installation industry.

Ideal mounting solution for contractors that utilize Skid 
Steer Loaders and Excavators when installing piles.

The Tele-Mount’s extended reach is ideal for installing long pile sections 
and in areas where the prime mover can not be close to the pile due to 
soil conditions or obstructions.

ONE MOUNT - TWO MACHINES

The integrated rollers allow the boom to 
easily extended and retract.
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Removable 
Transport 
Stabilizers

Integrated Operator 
Foot Step

Telescopic Boom 
Attachment Point #1

Telescopic Position 
Handles

The Jib Mount section of the Tele-Mount can be removed from the 
Skid Loader plate to make a fully functional excavator mount. Add the 
appropriate excavator mounting bracket, quickly gaining  up to 48” of extra 
reach. 

Longer excavator mount = longer pile installation!

Bolt-On Excavator Bracket 
(Purchase separately)

Integrated 
Boom 

Rollers

Base Receiver
Attachment Point #2

Up to 14 feet of pin height when used on large skid steer 
loaders.

Removable stabilizers are included – no need to pay 
extra for a storage frame.

Built-in rollers allow the telescopic boom to slide easily 
inside the receiver.

Telescopic boom can be pinned at various lengths to 
make installation heights manageable.

Safety stop feature prevents the boom from 
accidental separation.

Excavator mounting bracket installs easily and quickly 
with universal bolt plate.

INNOVATIVE FEATURES


